Herbal Infusions

All of our herbal infusions are 100% caffeine free, making them the best alternative to regular tea or coffee. We offer an array of flavors that are both distinctable and satisfying.

AFRICAN SUNRISE
Our hand-harvested honeybush has a mild, sweet taste and aroma, somewhat like honey, and is infused with aromatic vanilla flower to create a unique infusion. This infusion yields a vibrant reddish orange liquor not unlike the famous red glowering cistus known throughout Africa. AMR1 honey and orange. 

SWISS MOUNTAIN HERB
An infusion made from the Swiss Alps. AMR2 apple and lemon.

GINGSENG PEPPERMINT
Blended with gingse, cloves, root, peppermint, and other herbs, the end result is an "energy" infusion that is said to increase stamina, reduce stress and boost the immune system. AMR3 icy, peppermint, pepermint.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST DECAF
A fusion of black tea and green tea, AMR4 black tea, AMR5 green tea.

APPLE ROOIBOS
This honey-colored infusion is light and soothing. The addition of orange peel adds a delicate citrus flavor. AMR6 apple, AMR7 black tea, AMR8 green tea.

DECAF GREEN

How to steep our whole leaf teas

1. Begin with fresh, bottled or filtered water. Bring the water just to a boil. Place one teaspoon of tea leaves per 8-10oz cup of water into a teapot or infuser or place one tea bag directly into a 14 oz. mug cup. Pour water directly over the tea leaves or tea bag. Allow the tea to steep for 3-5 minutes. Remove tea from heat and serve over ice. Always keep prepared iced tea refrigerated.

2. To steep herbs, place tea in an air-tight container, such as our retail tea, and place in a dark, cool dry place.

Filtered Water

We recommend bottled or filtered water as most impurities have been removed.

Whole Leaf Tea Bags

Enjoy the finest teas in the world in convenient single-serving tea bags. The unique pyramid shape of this bag allows the whole leaves to be fully expanded, providing maximum flavor infusion and the same rich texture and aroma you expect when brewing our premium teas in an infuser or teapot. It’s never been easier to achieve whole leaf goodness.
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Black Teas

The finest black teas are distinguished by smoother hand in processing to achieve the full oxidation that occurs in the development of exceptional black teas available in The Whole Leaf Tea Co.

ESTATE DARJEELING

Located in Northeastern India, the Darjeeling tea region is situated in altitudes of more than 6,000 feet, with breathtaking views of the Himalayan mountains. Darjeeling tea has a very limited harvest, making this tea one of the finest in the world. **AMBAI FIRST, NORT RUPT, NORTN LAMPE, FLAVORS, DARJEELING, SLIM**

CHAI

Our special recipe is blended by hand using only the finest blend of black tea, cinnamon, clove, cardamom and other spices. These give an exotic aroma and spicy taste to this flavorful tea. **AMBAI SPRY, NORT RUPT, FLAVORS, LAMB, DARJEELING, SLIM**

ENGLISH BREAKFAST

The perfect blend of strong Darjeeling tea and Bohugawaloo Estate Ceylon tea! Our original recipe: premium black leaf tea with a medium body and black flavor. Great with milk.

AMBAI SPRY, NORT RUPT, NORTLAMPE, LAMB, AMBAI FIRST & RUPT, DARJEELING, SLIM

Flavored Teas

Our flavored teas are flavored by hand to create a unique, distinctive flavor that is perfectly balanced with the essence of the whole leaf tea.

APRICOT CEYLON

Boegawaloo Estate Ceylon black tea from Sri Lanka is known for its special apricots. Flavored with apricot, this tea is well-balanced with a fruity aroma and a slight body. **AMBAI FRUIT, RUPT, NORT RUPT, FLAVORS, APRICOT, AMBAI FIRST & RUPT, AMBAI SPRY, NUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

EARL GREY

Earl Grey derives its distinctive taste from oil of bergamot, a Mediterranean citrus fruit. Earl Grey is very served plain or with milk. **AMBAI FRUITS, RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, EARL GREY, RUPT, FLAVORS, TEA, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

POMEGRANATE BLUEBERRY

A unique blend of tea, this tea combines green, oolong and black teas flavored with blueberry and pomegranate. This aromatic tea has a fresh fruity scent and yields a bright flavor with subtle berry notes and a naturally sweet finish. **AMBAI FRESH, RUPT RUPT, NORT RUPT, FLAVORS, BLUEBERRY, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

TROPICAL PASSION

This tea is a perfect combination of Ceylon black tea, passionfruit and guava fruit flavoring along with malva and marigold flower. Great as a steeped tea and as a tea latte. **AMBAI TROPICAL, RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, REFINING, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

VANILLA CELYON

Boegawaloo Estate Ceylon black tea is infused with vanilla flavoring that creates a rich, full-bodied flavor with a sweet buttery vanilla flavor. This tea is especially good as a tea latte with milk or over ice. **AMBAI SWEET, RUPT, NORT RUPT, FLAVORS, VANILLA, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

RASPBERRY CEYLON

This new Ceylon is handpicked in a special *Morning Dew Pluck* which provides an exotic sweetness to the tea's overall flavor. **AMBAI RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, STRAWBERRY, RUPT, AMBAI FIRST & RUPT, DARJEELING, SLIM**

Green Teas

Directly after plucking, the green tea leaves are pan-fired or steamed in order to stop the oxidation process. The tea is then dried once again to remove excess moisture. During the entire process, the leaves maintain their soft and supple texture.

GENMAICHA GREEN

Genmaicha Green is a blend of high quality Sencha tea, roasted rice and puffed rice. The Sencha leaf provides a delicate taste while the roasted rice adds body and sweetness to the finish. **AMBAI SLIGHT, RUPT RUPT, RUPT RUPT, SLIGHT, FLAVORS, GREEN, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

LING CHING DRAGONWELL

This delicate green tea is known for the emerald green color and unique shape. It yields a mild and smooth flavor with a well-balanced, sweet finish. Ling Ching is only produced near the beautiful West Lake of Hangzhou and is meticulously prepared from tender leaves using a traditional hand picking technique. **AMBAI SLIGHT, RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, DRAGONWELL, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

STRAWBERRY CREAM

The choice grade of Chinese pan-fired green tea is delicately scented with flavors of strawberry cream and includes bits of strawberries. The end result is a well-balanced, creamy tea with a light body. **AMBAI FRUIT, RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, FRUIT, SLIGHT, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

JASMINE DRAGON PHOENIX PEARS

This green tea is hand processed in China, home of the finest Jasmine tea. Two beautiful young leaves and one bud are carefully plucked, then rolled into a large, tight leaf. It is then scented with the Jasmine flowers seven times during a single evening. **AMBAI FRESH, RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, JASMINE, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

Flavored Green Teas

Our flavored green teas are flavored by hand to create exceptional green teas that are integrating and well-balanced.

JAPANESE CHERRY

Made with pure Chinese green tea, this tea is delicately infused with cherry flavoring. Cherry flavor is highly prized in Japan and delicate, it enhances the sweet notes of the green tea resulting in a tea that is sweet with a medium body. **AMBAI SLIGHT, RUPT RUPT, FLAVORS, CHERRY, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

MOROCCAN MINT

Hand crafted from the finest Gunpowder green tea and flavored with aromatic peppermint, this invigorating green tea closely follows the classic 18th century recipe created by tea traders in Casablanca. **AMBAI FRUIT, RUPT, RUPT, FLAVORS, HERBAL, RUPT, SLIM, DARJEELING, SLIM**

Our vision.

For over 30 years, The Whole Leaf Tea Co. has remained true to our passion to bring the world an extraordinary collection of unique, hand picked, premium whole leaf tea harvested from the world’s most exclusive tea growing estates. Our long standing relationship with these estates allow us to continually offer Simply the Best teas and infusions.

What is whole leaf tea?

All teas (black, green, and oolong) originate from one bush, thecamellia sinensis, which is distinguished by its dark green leaves. As harvesting techniques improve, whole leaves and young new shoots are plucked and processed for optimal freshness. Each new crop of tea delivers unique characteristics from the particular environmental and climatic condition of that region, including soil and water, as well as the care and technique of the tea grower.

Whole leaf tea allows the tea leaves to retain their natural properties resulting in the most flavorful cup of tea possible. During processing, when the leaves are unfurled, releasing their flavor into the water. By exclusively using whole leaves in both our whole leaf tea bags and tea bags, you are assured Simply the Best cup of tea.